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QUALITY. TRUST. AT HOME.
QUALITY. TRUST. AT HOME.

MY LMC –
for the most
beautiful sides of life

THE BR AND
FOR
HAPPINESS
IN LIFE

At LMC, we don’t just build caravans – we
make vacation dreams come true. Featuring
true German engineering, 100 % made in
Germany. With passion and great attention to
detail. For the happiest moments of the year.

QUALITY YOU CAN RELY ON
LMC uses innovative production sequences at its
Caravan Competence Centre at its Sassenberg
facility in Münsterland. We work with new production
technology, distinct lean management and highly
motivated employees who stand behind the out
standing work and high quality of our products.
We build your mobile home with know-how and
passion – so that you can enjoy beautiful moments
with your LMC.

TRUST FOR 65 YEARS
LMC is a source for innovative ideas. Better component durability? Extra storage space in the
floor plan layout? We make it possible. At LMC we
ensure carefully considered technology right down
to the smallest detail, the highest level of safety,
and functional solutions, both in the interior and the
exterior. All LMC components are designed to last
long and maintain value – which makes your invest
ment in a LMC a secure investment.

AT HOME IN YOUR WORLD OF VACATION
In order for you to really feel comfortable in your
LMC caravan, we attach great importance to the
design of the interior. Together with our specialists
we create design and function oriented interiors
with textiles and surfaces that are not only beautiful
but practical, too. With storage space that provides
lots of space to keep things organised, and details
that you will simply love. Your LMC: your mobile
home in the world.
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■ 	Caravans in every price

range
■ 	Model series for entry level,
families and couples
■ 	24 floor plans to choose
from
■ 	Lots of smart solutions
■ 	Designed to last long and
maintain value
■ 	The highest quality com
bined with tradition
3

ON ROUTE 65
WITH LMC –
take a history trip with us

In the 1950s, Heinrich
Austermann, a
painting and varnish
expert and – above
all – a dedicated
camping enthusiast
himself, developed
the foldaway camper
trailer. The original
plan had simply been
to use it for his own
purposes. However,
there was tremendous
demand for this new
product, and in 1955
production began on
the now-legendary
“Knospe”. The first
step on a journey to
success had been
taken.

1 9 55
BLOSSOMING
OF A
YOUNG
COMPANY
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In collaboration with
15 employees, Heinrich
Austermann produced
the “Knospe” series
until the mid-1960s, in
various specifications.
In 1966, Wilhelm
Saure, of Herdecke,
acquired the success
ful company and
founded Wilhelm
Saure KG, operating
from Sassenberg.
Then, the first caravan
went into standard
production.

1966

In the 1970s, demand
was so high that the
decision was made
to outsource some of
the production work
to Rheine and Waren
dorf. It was during that
period that a further 2
legendary model series
came out: the “Lord”
and the “Münsterland”.
In 1976, the 10,000th
caravan rolled off the
production line.
From 1981 onwards,
production was
centralised on the
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße
in Sassenberg, the
interior fittings were
expanded and the new
company – “LMC Lord
Münsterland Caravan
GmbH” – was founded.

1 976
THE 10,000TH
HOLIDAY
CARAVAN

Motorhomes were
added to the product
range, reflecting the
continuing popularity
of holidays on the
move. From 1986
onwards, production
began on the first
motorhome range –
featuring the overhead
“Liberty” bay – and
was quickly rewarded
with rising popularity.

1986

In 1991, the company’s
incorporation into the
Erwin Hymer Group
resulted in additional
investment in the
Sassenberg site.
The success story of
LMC Caravan GmbH
continued.
From the mid-1990s
onwards, an increa
sing trend with LMC
was the construction
of caravan models
catering for more
sophisticated
requirements, and
considerable sizes.

LMC optimised its ca
pabilities by investing
in a new customer
support centre, new
production & logistics
buildings and machi
nery & plant to meet
the new demands.
In 2005, the first
semi-integrated
campers – equipped
with sleeper tops –
were combined with
a Ford Transit chassis.

This period was
characterised by
major investments in
production machinery
which included a wa
terjet cutting system,
the specialised roof
production line, the
edge finishing centre
and hail-proof roofs.
In parallel with these
investments, the pro
duction facility itself
was restructured. All
of this enabled LMC
to meet its customers’
requirements to the
maximum possible
extent.

In 2015, LMC cele
brated the first 60
years of its passion
for caravanning.
LMC celebrated this
Jubilee year by intro
ducing an attractive
special edition model
for the motorhome
and caravan market.

This year saw the
celebrations for the
opening of the new
production works in
Sassenberg. LMC,
having almost dou
bled its production
capacity thanks to
modern technology,
had laid a fresh mile
stone in its corporate
history.

LMC celebrates the
65th anniversary of
its existence, and
looks forward to a
bright future. On
this special occasion,
LMC is introducing
the Style 493 K
“65 years edition”
Jubilee model, which
comes with a particu
larly extensive range
of equipment at no
extra charge. Join in
with our celebrations!

2020
65 YEARS
JAHRE
LMCLMC
OF

201 8

201 5

20 07–13

20 0 0 – 05

1 9 91
START
OF A
NEW ERA
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CONTENT

LEGEND
GRP roof

Total length
(mm)

Fresh water
tank (l)

Cargo load
(kg)

Fridge (l)

Sleeping berths

KG

Technically permissible
total mass (kg)

LLT

Long Life
Technology

FLOOR

Model series with
children’s beds

12 year guarantee

8 SASSINO
18 S T Y L E
28 S T Y L E L I F T
34 V I VO
44 M U S I C A
54 	12 year guarantee
55 The LMC pop-up roof
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SASSINO

F O R N E WCO M E R S
Discover caravan vacation
with the family
Page 8

STYLE

P E R F E C T F O R YO U N G
FA M I L I E S
The model for family dream
vacations
Page 18

STYLE LIFT

MORE ROOM FOR
T H E FA M I LY
Flexible with lots of space
for big and small
Page 28

V I VO

F O R T H O S E W H O LOV E
I T CO M F O R TA B L E
Does it all, for an all-round
feel-at-home atmosphere
Page 34

MUSICA

FOR THE HIGHEST
S TA N DA R D S
Elegance and comfort with
special outfitting
Page 44
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SASSINO

SASSINO:
live, laugh, be free
Our Sassino entry level model is the perfect choice to discover the freedom of
caravan vacationing for yourself and your family. With up to six sleeping berths in
single, double or bunk beds, and compact, sophisticated floor plans, the Sassino
model series satisfies all your wishes.

FOR
NEWCOMERS

8
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SASSINO

Good morning
sunshine

Welcome to your mobile home!
With its bright, modern birch-look
design, Sassino invites the entire
family to enjoy the vacation –
from the moment they get in.
It provides sufficient space in
different areas for everyone to
enjoy their preferences. Discover
the many practical details for
your caravan vacation.

460 E

10

11

SASSINO

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
■	
Many large windows create a bright atmosphere

flooded with daylight
■	
Everyone can come – the children’s beds have a

load capacity of 80 kg, so even older children are
comfortable in the bunk beds
■	
The consistent colour scheme of the wall cabinets
in the sleeping area creates a calm and balanced
atmosphere
■	
The joy of comfort is guaranteed with the optional
TV pre-installation and optional flat screen mount

“LMC is a source of innovative ideas.
We love to tinker with unique and
smart solutions and work them
out until they are ready for series
production in our models. For
instance, the roll-away bed function
in Sassino allows the single bed to
be spontaneously converted into
a double bed.”
460 E

Ulrich Schoppmann,
General Manager LMC

ROOM TO
ENJOY
VACATION

470 K

12

460 E
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SASSINO

SMART
SOLUTIONS

1.	The wall cabinets in the sleep
ing area provide high-capacity
loading options with space for
all essential vacation items
2.	Operation of the stove is easy
and practical thanks to the
electrical stroke spark ignition
3.	Charging electrical devices is
easy – even for youngsters –
with the integrated USB-socket
in the bunk-bed light

1.

2.

460 E

3.

460 E
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470 K

15

FLOOR PLANS

SASSINO

SASSINO
For newcomers
1.

460 E
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

2.

3.

470 K
6,758
2,100
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,177
2,100
4/6

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
1.	Standard GRP roof for the
highest level of protection
against weather impacts
2.	Dynamic LMC family design
decal
3.	Protection from external
factors with the exterior panel
featuring a hammer-stroke look
4.	Highest level of safety comfort
thanks to the premium chassis

4.

UPHOLSTERY

Silver Selection

OUTFITTING
86 L
12 L

16

2–6

MAX.

+511
KG

FROM

6,758 MM

MAX.

1,200 KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE
460 E

460 E
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ST YLE

S T Y L E : love,
enjoy, be at one with
The Style, with its timelessly beautiful design, is our model for your family
dream vacation. Enjoy your space to laugh, cook, play and relax. Six floor
plans and up to six sleeping berths make the Style a flexible all-rounder for
big and small vacationers. Featuring Long Life Technology (LLT), made in
Sassenberg, Germany, for longevity.

PERFECT
FOR YOUNG
FAMILIES

18

19

ST YLE

A beautiful day

The Style welcomes you with
a modern design, fresh, white
accents and friendly wood decor.
Even the skylights are part of the
basic package. So you can sleep
under the stars in Style. Unless
you would like to use the optional
pop-up roof (see page 55). Then,
you get two extra sleeping berths
for even more room to dream.

490 K

20

21

ST YLE

1.

490 K

SMART
SOLUTIONS

1.	Feel-good temperature in any weather thanks to
winterised wall ventilation behind the furniture
2.	The open compartments under the wall cabinets
enable fast access, making daily vacation life easier
3.	Flexible electrical supply for electronic devices
thanks to the optional USB-socket that can be
inserted easily in the integrated light rail

2.
3.

530 E

22

530 E

23

ST YLE

“A supplied bed guard can be
attached so that the little ones can
sleep safely and parents can sleep
calmly.”
490 K

Patrick Schaar,
Product Manager

THE INTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
■	
The wall cabinets, refined with timeless

wood decor and white accents on the
cabinet doors, create a pleasant lifestyle
atmosphere
■	
The practical lowerable tables and a
complimentary extra cushion create
two extra sleeping berths in seconds
■	
The rooms are bright with daylight thanks
to the skylights as series standard
■	
Charging made easy – the USB-sockets
integrated in the outlets provide lots of
charging options for electronic devices

490 K

24

490 K
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FLOOR PLANS

ST YLE

STYLE
Perfect for young families
2.
1.

450 E

450 D
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,352
2,326
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

460 D
6,852
2,226
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

490 K
7,272
2,326
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,162
2,326
4/6

3.

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
1.	Standard piping rail for con
venient assembly of the awning
2.	Pop-up roof (optional) for two
additional sleeping berths
3.	Long Life Technology (LLT) for
high value retention
4.	Series standard anti-snaking
clutch for ultimate driving
safety

4.

530 E
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

582 K
7,695
2,326
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

8,047
2,526
4/6

UPHOLSTERY

Yellow Stone

OUTFITTING
99/141 L
44 L

26

2–6

MAX.

+718

FROM

6,852 MM

MAX.

1,600 KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

KG

490 K
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ST YLE LIFT

S T Y L E L I F T:
cooking, having fun,
being together

MORE
ROOM FOR
THE FAMILY

The LMC Style Lift with standard
lifting bed flexibly gives your
caravan the space that you need
at any time. With an impressive
standing height of 2.08 m in the
living room, it gives you the space
you want during the day. At night,
the Style Lift can be converted in
seconds – so you and your family
can dream in up to seven com
fortable sleeping berths.

500 K

28

29

ST YLE LIFT

“The 280 x 280 mm frosted glass
roof hood provides daylight in
the bathroom. And any arising
moisture instantly evaporates.”
Henning Völker,
Head of Quality Management

500 K

500 K

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
■	
Comfortable room feeling and sufficient space for the tallest

passenger with a standing height of 2.08 m
■	
The standard smoke alarms assure high safety for the passengers
■	
Nothing is better than a restful sleep – the tested cold foam

mattresses provide optimum sleeping comfort
■	
Pleasant and bright – enjoy a feeling of well-being in this interior
with sophisticated ceiling lights
■	
Absolutely family-friendly with a kids’ room that can be
separated flexibly
500 K

30

31

ST YLE LIFT

STYLE LIFT
More room for
the family

1.

1.

2.

THE EXTERIOR
HIG HLIGHTS

4.
500 K

1.	GRP in the front, roof, rear and
underbody
2.	Modern automotive tail lights
and a third braking light
3.	Fine wheel rims
4.	Long Life Technology (LLT) for
highest value retention

3.

3.

FLOOR PLANS

UPHOLSTERY

2.

500 K

SMART
SOLUTIONS

32

500 K

1.	Sleep options for the whole family with the lifting
bed and conversion of the round seat area into
bunk beds – up to seven sleeping berths
2.	Easy loading with the large storage hatch – if
necessary, simply fold the lower bunk bed up
to create even more space
3.	Well provided for with a refrigerator volume of
141 l, with room for all essential food items. Choose
between gas or electric powered

Yellow Stone

OUTFITTING
141 L

4–7

44 L

430 K
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

500 K
6,834
2,326
4/6

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,579
2,326
4/7

FROM

6,834 MM

MAX.

1,600 KG

MAX.

+491
KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE
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VIVO

V I V O : feel good,
conquer the world,
be happy
We built the Vivo – a true all-rounder – for travellers who value
comfort. With a total width of 2.3 m to 2.5 m, it conveys an
exceptionally spacious room feeling. Seven floor plans are
available, so you can select your ideal mobile home. And the
fact that a high cargo load is possible despite its low weight
makes it perfect. Vivo: There is no better way to start a vacation.

FOR THOSE
WHO LOVE
IT COMFORT
ABLE

34
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VIVO

Relax and
enjoy

The interior of the Vivo is fresh
and bright, with its light, beigecoloured panels and warm wood
tones. The light rail above the
wall cabinets create impressive
accents. The spacious centre seat
group provides space to spend
time together comfortably with
the whole family or with friends.

580 D

36
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VIVO

“Our floor plans are as unique
as our customers. For instance,
with the optional expansion of
kid’s beds you can turn a 2-spot
bunk bed into a 3-spot bunk
bed.”
Bodo Diller,
Brand Manager LMC

522 K

580 D

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS
■	
Front end kitchen with a panorama window and a fantastic view outside makes

cooking a special highlight (580 D)
■	
The bright interior, the subtle use of wood elements, and impressive, energy-saving

LED lighting, create a friendly living atmosphere
■	
Lots of skylights and the hinged windows in the front or rear create a home full of
natural light
■	
To each his own – practical room division thanks to the folding sliding door that
separates the kid’s area from the living room
■	
Single beds, double beds, roll-away beds or bunk beds – all bed options provide
the highest level of sleeping comfort with cold foam mattresses
38

580 D

39

VIVO

1.

3.
522 K

SMART
SOLUTIONS

580 D

1.	Round seating area for lots of space to enjoy comfortable
evenings watching television
2.	Easy broadening of the seating area for even more comfort
3. Practical rotating toilet for easy access
4.	Foldable table in the seat area enables a comfortable passage
2.
4.

522 K

40

580 D

41

FLOOR PLANS

VIVO

V I VO
For comfort lovers

470 D
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

520 E
7,095
2,326
2/4

520 K

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

8,058
2,326
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

522 K
7,850
2,326
4/6

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

8,120
2,526
4/6

2.1.

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS
1.	Automotive tail light – developed
just for LMC – including tail
light support
2.	Standard shock absorbers for
ultimate driving comfort
3.	Heavy-duty stability support
for a secure stand during the
vacation
4.	Standard diagonal swing axle
for the highest level of safety
while driving

2.
3.

4.

530 K
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

532 K
8,140
2,326
4/6

580 D

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

8,444
2,526
4/6

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,897
2,326
2/3

UPHOLSTERY
OUR TIP

Grey Leaf

Purchasing a caravan enables you to travel
flexibly, whenever and wherever you want.
You can be sure to enjoy beautiful vacations
and carefree travelling with an extended
warranty for new vehicles.

White Stripe

OUTFITTING
99/141 L
44 L

42

2–6

MAX.

+841

FROM

7,095 MM

MAX.

2,200 KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

KG
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MUSICA

MUSICA:
being active,
relaxing,
having time
FOR THE
HIGHEST
STANDARDS

40
44

The elegant Musica is the master class of our caravans.
We have invested a lot of time into designing this
model so you feel completely comfortable, and simply
get in and drive away. In addition to the premium
chassis, other equipment details meet the high
standard for this model.

45

MUSICA

Design and elegance

Stylish atmosphere and lots of
light: the Musica is flooded in
bright daylight thanks to the
big skylight and the window
integrated into the entry door.
This brings out the elegant
upholstery covers and the
bright wooden decor with
its glossy-white panels even
better.

520 E

46
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MUSICA

520 E

520 E

THE INTERIOR HIGHLIGHTS

FIRST
CL ASS
TECHNO 
LOGY

■	
Pure relaxation and recreation thanks to the high quality slatted frames and cold foam

mattresses in all the beds
■ Combination blinds in the sleep area provide the desired sphere of privacy
■	
Making cooking fun: first-class kitchen technology with a three burner stove, large
refrigerator and functional, spacious drawers
■ Practical bathroom floor plan and technology provides sufficient space for everyone
■	
The translucent window in the entrance door highlights the bright, friendly atmos
phere in the living room
■ Undesired guests stay outside thanks to the standard mosquito net door

“During development we always
think from the users’ point of view.
As a result, our living spaces are
well thought out and sophisticated.”
Markus Grabosch,
Head of Design and Development

520 E

48

49

MUSICA

SMART
SOLUTIONS

1.	The wall cabinet doors feature
Softclose so they close in a
pleasing, quiet manner
2.	The foldable cushions enable
quick and easy access to the
under-seating storage
3.	Well-protected against unex
pected cooking hazards with
the side splash guards in the
kitchen
4.	Convenient loading and un
loading thanks to the standard
service hatch

1.

3.

520 E

2.

520 E

4.

520 E

50

520 E

51

FLOOR PLANS

MUSICA

MUSICA
For the highest standards
1.

470 D

2.

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

470 E
7,095
2,326
2/4

490 E

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,085
2,326
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

520 E
7,266
2,326
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

8,080
2,326
2/4

THE EXTERIOR
HIGHLIGHTS

3.

1.	Resilient hammer stroke finish
2.	Automotive tail light
3.	Automotive, three-part front
end made out of ABS synthetic
material
4.	Bottle crate cover with gas
pressure damper

4.

520 K
Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

542 E
7,850
2,326
4/6

560 E

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

7,790
2,526
2/4

Total length mm
Total width mm
Sleeping berths

8,058
2,326
2/4

UPHOLSTERY
OUR TIP

Silver Belt

An optional mover makes any visit to a camping
spot easier and makes manoeuvring your caravan
extra easy.

Beige Limb

OUTFITTING
99/141 L
44 L

52

2–6

MAX.

+683

FROM

7,085 MM

MAX.

1,700 KG

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

KG
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OU R Q UALIT Y
PROMISE:
12 year guarantee

A B OV E A N D B E YO N D –
with the LMC pop-up roof

UNDER
THE
STARRY
SK Y

The LMC pop-up roof gives you that extra space for your family
vacation. Kids love the comfortable height, the “tent” on the roof,
and it gives parents the flexibility they need. Easily create two
additional sleeping berths in moments, either inside, or better yet,
on top of your caravan. Practical, without reducing any space in
the interior since the interior standing height and storage areas of
the caravan are unaffected. And when you don’t need the roof, it
can simply be folded back down.
Optional for the Style, Vivo and Musica caravan models.

■	
Optimum ventilation thanks to four windows

WORRYFREE
TRAVELLING

In the caravan and motorhome sector, LMC stands for quality,
reliability, sophisticated technology and functional solutions. With
our assembly-tightness guarantee*, hail protection and weather
resistance thanks to GRP roof cladding, GRP underbody protec
tion, GRP front and rear end, we provide 12 years of protection
against moisture penetration. Moisture does not stand a chance,
in particular thanks to our Long Life Technology (LLT) that we
use in the base. We thereby give you extra assurance, so you can
rely on guaranteed 12 years of relaxed and care-free travel.

LLT

FLOOR

12 YEAR
GUARANTEE

and the clear glass roof hood (with insect
protection)
■	
The foamed-in mattress together with the
slatted frame provides optimum sleeping
comfort
■	
Accessible with a two-piece aluminium ladder
that can be stowed in the closet
■	
Normal interior standing height
■	
Roof shell dimensions:
approx. 260 cm x 157 cm x 12.5 cm
(plus 12 cm height for the clear glass roof hood)
■	
Height when extended: 116 cm
■	
Reclining area for hatch: without cover
approx. 173 cm x 133 cm, with cover approx.
234 cm x 133 cm
■	
Maximum load: 160 kg
■	
Weight: 107 kg

*By using Long Life Technology, or LLT, LMC provides a 12 year assembly-tightness guarantee
on all caravans. An annual, fee-based inspection by an LMC contract partner is required.

54

55

Depicted decorations are not part of the scope of delivery. All changes, especially to prices, technical
data, fixtures and furnishings, as well as those regarding design aspects, remain reserved. Information
about scope of delivery, appearance and services, correspond to the information available at the time of
printing. Structure and/or colour deviations can be due to print or lighting, or due to the nature of the
used material, and therefore also remain reserved.
Deviations of +/- 5 % are possible in measurement and weight data due to varying material properties.
Weight information complies with requirements of EU-guideline 661/2009 and VO (EU) 1230/2012.
LMC provides a 12 year assembly-tightness guarantee on all caravans. An annual, fee-based inspection
by an LMC contract partner is required.
Please see our current price list and/or ask our expert staff for additional technical data and details.

LMC Caravan GmbH & Co. KG Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 4 D-48336 Sassenberg
Telephone +49 25 83/27-0 www.lmc-caravan.de info@lmc-caravan.de
Münster (Westf.): HRB 9914 USt-IdNr. 126 733 941 General Managers: Ulrich Schoppmann, René Ricken

QUALITY. TRUST. AT HOME.

QUALITY. TRUST. AT HOME.

